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Message
John Harvey
Message from the Managing Director,
AgriFutures Australia

“ Supporting farmers to increase
productivity and resilience is critical,
and new technologies will be the key.”
Welcome to the evokeAG. 2021 Startup
Network event. We are proud to be able to
showcase such strong agritech talent at a
regional event in Wagga Wagga, NSW.
It has been fabulous to see how the
Australian and global agritech industry has
grown since 2018, which was when we first
decided to do the evokeAG. event. Each year
we have seen agritech suppliers go from
strength to strength, producing world-class
technologies for farmers.
We are pleased to have the opportunity to
present nine agritech suppliers who are
solving real problems on-farm and creating
efficiencies along the supply-chain. New
technologies are not only allowing farmers
to save time and money, but they are also
providing new opportunities to participate
in emerging markets – including carbon

and energy – to make the most of their
resources and create sustainable
business models into the future.
A thriving agritech industry will provide
a competitive advantage for Australian
farmers, allowing agriculture, forestry and
fisheries to adapt to changing consumer
demands, increased demand for
sustainable supply-chains, and income
diversification.
We hope the agritech suppliers
showcased today at the evokeAG.
Startup Network event will excite the
farmers in the audience with new ways
to track livestock, reduce chemical use,
keep fruit fresher, and manage onfarm equipment and technology - and
that these startups can benefit from
constructive feedback and conversations.
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This handbook has been developed
to help build collaborations and
connections between founders
and farmers, and the general
agricultural community.
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Agtecnic

Founder
Rob Johnson & Peter Roberts

www.agtecnic.com
rob@agtecnic.com

Target customer

Technology solution

•

Machinery Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs)

•

Autonomous vehicle developers

Our primary focus is developing and
delivering multi-layered situational
awareness safety systems and autonomous
technologies that can fit original machinery.
Our first autonomous technology is fitted to a
Kubota RTV to conduct autonomous on-farm
operations, initially focussed on summer
spraying. We have designed and developed
a patent-pending spot spraying solution to
provide an accurate, simple, and reliable
solution to identify and spray weeds. Our
product:

Farming problem
We will assist businesses to accelerate the
trust and adoption of autonomous solutions,
to resolve critical issues in agriculture
such as; limited skilled farm labour, tighter
windows for operations due to increasing
property size, and the drive for increased
farm business and farm input efficiency.
We are developing a range of solutions to
assist with enabling autonomous operations.

Pricing model
Our business model is B2B to provide turnkey or embedded solutions and consultancy
services to OEM machinery manufacturers
and developers of autonomous vehicle
platforms.

@agtecnic
linkedin.com/company/agtecnic

•

Simple modular design for mounting
and removing when not required to an
existing boom spray

•

Utilise existing spraying and guidance
technology on the equipment the
customer has already invested in

•

Simple setup and use.

The ask
We are seeking to increase our knowledge
of farming problems, grow our network and
create connections with both farmers and
agricultural professionals. Along with gaining
deeper insights of needs and technology
solutions for growers to remove pain
points, along with barriers that are slowing
technology adoption.
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Farmo

Founder
Nick Seymour

0434 555 804
www.farmo.com.au
nick@farmo.com.au

Target customer

Pricing model

•

Livestock farmers

Farming problem
Water monitoring is a task that requires time,
labour and oversight to ensure critical water
supplies are working efficiently at all times.

Technology solution

We have developed the Water Rat, a simple
water monitoring sensor that can be easily
installed in troughs for livestock. Unlike
other water monitoring sensors fixed to the
troughs, the Water Rat floats in troughs,
and will monitor the water level and send
a notification to your smartphone or
computer if the water is getting to a low level.
The Water Rat can easily be transported
throughout your property when moving
stock, making water points easily monitored
at all parts of your property.

@my.farmo

$749 for the hardware (Water Rat) plus $132
per year data subscription.

The ask

We are looking to meet farmers who would
like to implement the use of the Water Rat
on their farm and the opportunity to meet
stakeholders who could help scale our
product into global markets.
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A global gateway to
agrifood innovation
You’re invited to use growag.com, an online platform
showcasing agricultural research and commercial
opportunities, to explore, find and connect with
Australian agrifood innovation.
growAG. will drive investment, commercialisation
and make levy-funded research and development
outcomes transparent for growers and the community.

explore
find
connect

growAG. is a collaboration between the Department of
Agriculture, Water and the Environment and Australia’s
15 Research & Development Corporations (RDCs).

growag.com

Founder
Stewart McConachy & Ralph Vincent
Switzer

0400 488 553
www.i-trak.com.au
stewart@i-trak.com.au

Target customer

Technology solution

•

Production

•

Processers

Farming problem
Identification and traceability are
fundamentally cruicial to Australia’s
livestock industries. They provide essential
support to market access, biosecurity,
disease control, improving production and
animal health and welfare. The current
identification and traceability systems have
served the industries well however, they rely
on old technologies and systems. Brands,
earmarks, and tattoos have been around
for many years, but may not be legible for
the duration of the animal’s life. Visual ear
tags can degrade over time and can have
retention issues. Electronic devices can fail
and have retention issues.

@iTRAKinnovate
@iTRAKinnovate
/stewartmcconachylikes2innovate
/simon-winter-1b630623

iTRAK is adapting existing retinal scanning
technology for livestock identification and
traceability. Retinas are like fingerprints;
every retina is unique. Retinas do not change,
and therefore provide a complete wholeof-life traceability system. This technology
is underpinned by a cloud-based database
that will allow for variable connectivity,
maintaining a lifetime record of each animal.

Pricing model

Our pricing model is based on the capital
cost of the retinal scanner being comparable
to current electronic tag scanners, plus a
small ongoing access fee for utilising the
database.

The ask

We are looking for guidance around the
development and commercialisation of our
product into the Australian market, as we
prepare to raise capital.
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Founder
Robert Kelly

0427 279 988
www.livestockpricing.com.au
robert.kelly@livestockpricing.com.au

Target customer

It allows sellers to communicate directly
with buyers, creating stronger relationships,
resulting in greater trust between buyers
and sellers. Finally, it allows sellers to
request bookings with buyers via the mobile
platform, allowing them to request a booking
as soon as they see a price and avoid missing
market opportunities.

•

Production

•

Processor

Farming problem
Currently, there is a lack of efficiency in
Australian livestock markets. Buyers and
sellers need more precise market signals to
make better-informed decisions regarding
their livestock operations. Many are entirely
reliant on industry sale-yard reports and
livestock agents, their reports providing
historical information such as past stock
worth, as compared to projected prices.
Market access for buyers and sellers is
limited due to the absence of a service
connecting them directly to one another.

Technology solution

Our unique solution is the LIVEstock Pricing
platform. This platform allows buyers to send
real-time on-the-spot and projected prices
directly to livestock sellers. The platform
aggregates direct end-user livestock prices
from buyers, along with saleyard report data.

@LIVEstockPricing
@livestockpricing
@livestockprices

Pricing model

The pricing model is based on subscriptions
and transaction fees.

The ask

We are seeking user feedback from livestock
sellers during testing of the new platform (to
be released in November). We are looking for
feedback on user interface and experience of
the platform, feature sets and price points.
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Founder
Lucy Anderton

0448 014 167
www.myfarmsmart.com.au
lucy@myfarmsmart.com

Target customer

the season unfolds. Instead of waiting
for the end of the year, myFARMSMART
calculates expected profit as decisions, or
prices change, this means more informed
decisions throughout the year.

•

Farmer

Farming problem
Farm management is all about converting
resources, skills, and competencies into a
financial outcome to meet business and
family lifestyle goals. It’s about making
complex and risky decisions with imperfect
knowledge, often relying on ‘gut feel’
and advisors. Detailed analysis is time
consuming and often costly. Many farmers
rely on an annual budget forecast for their
planning and investment decisions, however
as the season unfolds circumstances
can change and knowing the financial
implications can be challenging. Often
decisions focus on yield, not profit and
therefore emotions and ‘gut-feel’ can drive
decisions.

Technology solution

myFARMSMART replaces ‘gut feel’
decisions and emotion and provides a
clear and objective framework to make
decisions. A farm management consultant
in-your-pocket, myFARMSMART gives
control over decision-making and
empowers farmers to understand the
implications of their decisions using
profit and key performance indicators as

Pricing model

Entry cost for myFARMSMART is $750 for the
first year which includes support to set-up.
An annual subscription of $500 includes
updates.

The ask

Advice from the audience on investment
priorities for myFARMSMART. I would like to
know what features are the most valuable
and what additional features should be
included.
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15 March 2022
The Grounds of
Alexandria

Perth

Sydney

23 Feb 2022
Sandalford
Winery
Event tickets now on
sale evokeag.com

Founder
Hamish Munro, Micky Young and
Robbie Scott

0429 677 206
www.pairtree.co
hamish@pairtree.co

Target customer

Technology solution

•

Farmer

Farming problem
Most data collected on-farm is stored
separately across different hardware,
software and apps, rather than aggregated
across whole-of-farm management.
Pairtree collates this data into one platform,
allowing farmers to have a more accurate
picture of farm performance. Pairtree will
enable farmers to make decisions based on
holistic data, even if different data points
are collected through various software and
hardware.

Pairtree is an ‘Information as a Service’
(IaaS), enabling the connection and
visualisation of the myriad of data sets and
information that farmers require daily to be
accessed in a single site. Pairtree has over
90 integrations, which provides farmers
with flexibility of choice when choosing
what technology to deploy and how they can
access it within the Pairtree Platform.

Pricing model

We apply a ‘Software as a Service’ (SaaS) and
‘Information as a Service’ (Iaas), approach per
integration and per location.

The ask

We are looking for farmers to build our
customer base as early adopters of
technology.
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@pairtreeintelligence
@pairtree_dash
/pairtree-intelligence
@pairtreeintelligence

www.rubenstech.com
daniel@rubenstech.com

Target customer

analytics help sorting fruit according to
target market and optimising fruit storage
conditions. Ultimately, it will help optimise
logistics for farm business operations
around harvest, storage and distribution and
enable growers to target export markets,
increase profitability and reduce waste.
We have designed our technology to be
both simple and easy to use, especially for
field use which is traditionally difficult for
spectroscopy-based solutions affected by
sunlight. At the same time, our proprietary
machine learning models enable growers to
use the technology from day one, avoiding
lengthy and costly calibration procedures.

•

Fruit grower

Farming problem
Currently, Australian fresh fruit export value
is more than three times smaller than those
of New Zealand and a staggering 12 times
smaller than those of Chile (source: FAO).
Only about 10% of the stone fruit and just
1% of the apple production in Australia is
exported (Sources: Apple and Pear Australia
Ltd and Summerfruit Australia Ltd). The
problem to solve is to increase Australia’s
competitiveness in the global market by
guaranteeing consistency and quality of the
product when it arrives at its destination.
Both quality and consistency are affected by
weather, climate and seasonal variability The
industry is looking into cost-effective ways
to assess the maturity stage of the fruit preand post-harvest.

Technology solution
Rubens Technologies provides a unified
platform to predict and manage maturity
at every step of the fruit value chain. Our
solution is the combination of a handheld
spectral sensor with machine learning
analytics. The sensor takes a reading of a
fruit in the field or at the packing house, and
the analytics predicts optimal harvest time
or commercial quality parameters. These

/company/rubens-technologies

Rubens Technologies

Founder
Daniel Pelliccia & Leesa Soulodre

Pricing model

Rubens Technologies will provide quality
prediction and authenticity as a service. The
business model is based on licensing our
product to third party users providing APIs
and back-end database and analytics to
existing third-party platforms. Our focus is
on analytics. We initially provide scanners
to lower the barrier to entry, planning to
onboard third-party hardware at a later date.

The ask

We are looking to increase our networks with
fruit growers, gain feedback from the growers,
industry and investors, and find opportunities
to pilot our technology with growers.
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Thinkbio

Founder
Lisa Anderson

0427 003 881
www.thinkbio.com.au
lisa@thinkbio.com.au

Target customer

Technology solution

•

Kreotec is Thinkbio’s flagship product which
uses selected strains of naturally occurring
bacteria to deliver a sustainable form of
nitrogen to agricultural crops. This product
allows growers to reduce the amount of
chemical fertiliser by up to 40%, leading
to a significant reduction in greenhouse
gas production and nitrogen leaching
into the environment. Kreotec generates
improved nutrient use efficiency thereby
maintaining or increasing crop yields with
less environmental impact, and having a
beneficial impact on soil health.

Crop farmer

Farming problem
While fertilisers revolutionised agriculture
and enabled significant increases in crop
yield, we now understand that an unintended
consequence from excessive use has
been the detrimental impact on our soils,
waterways and climate. Nitrogen inputs
have contributed to some of agriculture’s
greatest problems, including deteriorating
soil health, an increase in greenhouse
gas emissions, and contamination and
eutrophication of critical ground and surface
water. This deterioration of conditions has
led to mounting pressure and regulation
on growers to reduce their use of synthetic
fertiliser in global crop production. Whilst
improving sustainability is paramount, global
food security poses a parallel challenge to
growers to increase crop yields.

Pricing model

Price to growers $26/ha

The ask

Thinkbio would love the opportunity to
talk with groups or individual growers to
develop real use cases for Kreotec in specific
target crops and understanding any factors
influencing the adoption of Kreotec in these
sectors. Thinkbio is seeking to work with
growers to establish field trials in various
crops and location to validate Kreotec in
Australia.
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TruckTracker

Founder
Jack Travers

0418 783 977
www.trucktracker.com.au

Target customer

Technology solution

•

Producers

•

Transporters

•

Processors

•

Feedlots

•

Saleyards

TruckTracker uses the GPS location of
the driver’s phone to track trucks when
carrying livestock, just like tracking your
Uber. By connecting the supply chain online,
TruckTracker facilitates the movement of
digital information between stakeholders.
The app helps manage in-progress livestock
journeys by tracking trucks, sending digital
copies of the paperwork, providing contact
details and in-app incident reporting for
drivers to improve animal welfare outcomes.
The cloud-based web platform stores all the
paperwork online, generates trip reports,
and provides user dashboards to simplify
and better organise past livestock movement
records.

Farming problem
At present, there is no transparency during
livestock transportation. There is an inability
for producers, transporters and processors
to communicate during livestock journeys
effectively. The information flow is entirely
paper-based, time-consuming, often full
of errors and is only delivered on arrival.
There are no real-time reporting systems
for animal welfare issues or even the basic
journey details. Time is wasted waiting
for trucks to arrive. Easy efficiency gains
are missed without clear insight into how
transport impacts product quality and value
on a per mob basis. Transporters have a
hard time finding backload jobs to improve
transport efficiency.

Pricing model

@TruckTrackerApp

Understanding that all stakeholders are
driven by minimising their cost of production,
we know an affordable and fair business
model is essential. Our fee structure is a
“distributed per head model”, ensuring
producers and processors achieve equal
value in the efficiencies gained. Producers
pay a minimal per head fee when moving
livestock, processors pay an annual
subscription, and the platform is currently
free for drivers until transporter specific
features are added as a premium option.

@trucktrackerAU

The ask

/company/trucktracker
@trucktrackerapp

We are looking to expand our network with
potential customers along the supply chain,
and gain feedback and guidance as we
prepare to raise capital.
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Zetifi, Wagga Wagga NSW

Connecting the agrifood
innovation community
evokeAG. provides innovative news and views from
Australia and around the world that elevates the
conversation and connects the agrifood innovation
community every day. evokeAG. provides a platform for
farmers to share their experiences and stories, and
offers the opportunity to discover and learn about new
technologies that can benefit on-farm.

evokeag.com

evokeAG. enquiries
Dallas Pearce
0427 824 218
dallas.pearce@agrifutures.com.au

evokeag.com

